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The collapse of primarycommodityprices in the 1980shas been prolonged and has severelyaffected many
Whilelow commoditypricescan bepartlyexplainedbysluggishdemand due to slow growth
developing'countries.
in the industrialisedcountries, high interest rates and technologicalchange, this does not seem a complete
explanation.
Thispaper examinesthe evidenceinfavour of the hypothesisthat supplyfactors havepartly been responsible.
Manydevelopingcountrieshavefaced severebalanceof paymentsdifficulties,in part due to the debt crisis,and
have resortedto realexchangeratedevaluationsin orderto boost export earnings.Such devaluationsmay have
boosted export supplies, or preventeddownwardadjustmentsin capacity,and thereforeput pressureon commoditypice& It also considersthepolicy implicationsof thisexternality,wherebyattemptsto boostexportearnings
in one primaryproducingcountry adverselyaffect the prices receivedby others.
I
Introduction

of the moretechnicaldiscussion,particularly
that relating to econometric issues; the interestedreadermay referto Bhaskar(1988)
THIS paperis a studyof primarycomnmodi- for a morecomprehensivediscussionof such
ty markets,focusing in particularupon the issues. The paper consists of four sections.
supplyside of suclhmarkets.The commodity In Section II we examinethe reasonsfor the
crisis ofthe 1980s has been prolonged and current slump in commodity prices, and
painful for most" developing countries. assess the evidencein favourof the proposiPrimarycommodity prices have been at an tion that debt-serviceeffects are important
all time low, and most forecastsindicatethat in explaining the behaviour of prices. On
they are likely to continue to be depressed balance, thereseems to be some evidencein
in the medium term. While demand factors favour of this hypothesis, although a
have played an important role in keeping categorical answer is not possible. In Secprices low, this paper evaluates the hypo- tion III we examinea single commodity,tea,
thesis that low prices are in part due to ex- in orderto assessthe responsivenessof suppcessive supply,or at least the failureof sup- ly to price incentives.This is in order to see
pliers to adjust capacity downwardsin the whether exchange rate depreciations have
face of a decline in demand.The 1980shave had an impact on supply. The evidence in
been a period of acute balanceof payments this case does not seem verypositive.Supply
difficulties for many developing countries, elasticitiesare generallylow, and it does not
in part due to the collapse of commodity seem that excess supply is due to policyprices but also due to other factors such as inducedsupplyexpansions.The weaknessof
the debt crisis,and manycountrieshavebeen demand seems more important.In this conforced to undertake real exchange rate text, we find that the major source of
devaluations and boost export supplies. demand expansion is from the developing
From a policy perspectiveit is importantto countries, since the income elasticity of
find out whether such policies have them- demand for tea is somewhatgreaterat-lower
selves contribut6d to the commodity and levels of income. This implies that the curbalance of paymentscrisis by causing over- rentdebt crisisand balanceof paymentsdifsupply in commodity markets. This paper ficulties of many developingcountries may
considers the evidence in favour of such a be affectingtea producersin a somewhatdifproposition,and focuses in particularupon ferent way, by keeping demand depressed.
the negativeexternalitywherebyincreasesin Since this shape of the income elasticity
supplypotentialin one courftryhaveadverse schedule may also apply to other primary
consequences for the prices received by products,this factor may have relevancefor
others. Such interdependencebetween pro- other commoditiesas well. In Section IV we
ducerscan have importantimplications for take up the problem of excess supply from
policy.This is particularlythe case for policy a different angle. If real exchange rate
edvice offered by intkrnationalinstitutions, developmentshave createdproblemsof exsince they can exertleverageupon a number cess supplygenerallyin commoditymarkets,
of developing countries simultaneously. If it must be the case that they must be imporsuch externalitiesare important, a case can tant in the majorcommodity producers.We
be made for such institutions to internalise consider the largest commodity exporters,
these considerationsin their policy advice. i e, the indebted Latin American countries
In ttis versionof this paperwe omit some and the South-EastAsian producers,and exEconomic and Political Weekly
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amine their real exchange rate movements.
We find evidence for real depreciations.
among these countries, particularlyamong
the most importantproducers.Trendsin reaL
exchange rates also indicate a tendency to
depreciationof late among those countries
whichhavenot done so earlier.This suggests.
that excess supply in commodity markets
may persist into the future, since such
depreciationsmakedownwardsupplyadjustments less likely. In the final section we
examine the policy implications of such
interdependence among commodity pro-,
ducers. Since internationalagencies such as
the IMF or the World Bank deal simultaneously with many developing countries,
we suggest that such considerationsshould
be internalisedin the policy discussions, if
policies are to be appropriatefor the countries taken as a whole.

II
Commodity Prices in 1980s:
A Possible Explanation
The terms of trade of primary commodities have been a central issue for developing countries. Concern has focused both
upon the secular tendency of the terms of
trade vis-a-vis manufactures, and upon the

short run variabilityin primarycommodity prices, with the UNCTAD proposals for
primarycommoditypricestabilisationbeing
aimed at solving the latter problem.' The
issue of the termsof tradewas sharplyposed
by Prebisch (1962) and Singer (1950), with
the argument that there was a secular
tendency for the terms of trade of primary
products to deteriorate, due to their low
income elasticityof demand. This tendency
could also be accentuated by monopoly
powerin productand labour marketsin the
developed countries. These argumentsand
the ensuing controversy, as well as the
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empirical evidence are examined in detail
by Spraos (1980), and more recently by
Sapsford (1985) and Sarkar (1986). The
events of the 1970s,with the rise in oil and
commoditypricesand concernabout the exhaustibilityof resourcesand the consequent
"limits to growth" seemed to banish these
the events of the 1980s
concerns. Hovwever,
have brought these questions back into
focus, and sharply indeed. A new acute
phase in ttie decline of real commodity
pricesbeganwith the internationalrecession
of 1980-82 when output fell in the OECD
countries,and the priceindexof 33 primary
commodities (excluding energy) relativeto
the price of manufacturedimports fell by
32 per cent. More importantly,this decline
was not reversedby the economic recovery
whichensuedin 1983.AlthoughOECD output growthhas been 3.2 per cent per annum
in the years 1982-86,the customarylink between developed country growth2and commodity pricesseemedto havesnapped. Real
commodity prices in 1985 were below their
1982 level and were in fact at their lowest
since the W'orldWar.Lowcommodityprices
havebeen extremelyfavourablefor most industrialised countries-not only have they
ensuredimprovedtermsof tradeand higher
real income, they have also playeda crucial
role in bringing about the decline of inflation in OECD countries to the lowest level
in2O years (see Beckermanand Jenkinson,
1986). However,the problems for developing countrieswho are dependentupon these
exports have multiplied.
The natureof trendsin commodityprices
may be discerned from charts 1-5. These
charts show the movement (up to 1987) of
an index of commodity pricesin real terms,
and are derivedby deflating the commodity price in dollars by the index of industrial
country export unit values in dollars. Chart
1 shows the developmentof the index of 33
commodities (excludingenergy);the sharp
decline in 1980 is followd by a minor
recovery in 1983, but this soon collapses.
Chart 2 shows the behaviour of the index
of food; here the collapse of the nlid-1980s
is even more pronounced.A similar feature
can be noticedin Chart3, for beverages.The
trend in raw materials is somewhat better,
with a hint of a recoveryin prices in the recent past (see Chart4). The index of metals
(Chart 5) also shows a substantial decline
although there has been a partial improvement in pricesof late. It must be pointedout
that the recentrecoveryincommodityprices
has been extremely limited-real prices in
December 1987werestill 20 per cent below
their averagelevelof 1980-84,and the latest
(1988) IMF WorldEconomic Outlook forecasts that futurepricesare likely to stabilise
at the levels of early 1988.
Before proceedingto a discussion of the
econometricsof commodity prices,it might
be useful to outline the majordevelopments
in the international economy in the 1980s
whichimpinge upon commodity markets.
The eariy years of the decade were marked
by severerecessionin the industrialisedcoun278

tries, mainly as a result of restrictive
monetary policies which were aimed at
reducinginflation. Between 1979and 1982,
output in the industrialisedcountries grew
at less than 1 per cent per year,as compared
to 4 per cent in the period 1976:79.The effect of slow growthon commodity markets
was compounded by ligh interest ratesshort-termrateswereup to 7 per cent greater
than inflation in the early 1980s, and real
rateshave remainedextremelyhigh since, at
about 4 per cent. This may be contrasted
with the negative real rates which characterisedmost of the 1970s.Thesehighinterest
rates,which werean importantinducement
to reduce commodity stocks, were mainly
due to the pursuit of a restrictivemonetary
policy by the United States in conjunction
with a huge fiscal deficit. These policies also
resulted in a huge appreciation of the US
dollar,which rose by almost 60 per cent between the end of 1980and early 1985.Subsequently this appreciationhas been reversed,
although the budget and current account
deficit of the United States persists,putting
pressureon interestrates world-wide.Since
much of developingcountrydebt was dollar
denominated, the rise of the dollar and interest rates resultedin a big increase in the
debt burdenof borrowers,causing the crisis
of 1981-82.Since then, the indebted countrieshavebeen forcedto implementausterity
policiesto reducetheirimportsand augment
exports in okderto service their debt. One
way of earning more foreign exchange has
been through real exchange rate devaluations--the latest (1988) IMF World
Economic Outlook'documents that real exchange rates in the developing world today
are substantiallydepreciatedin relation to
the past. Since the balanceof paymentsdifficultiesof the developingworldare far from
over, these policies seem set to continue in
the near future.
A centralquestionin understandingcommodity marketsis an explanationfor the collapse of commoditypricesin the 1980s,and
for the failureof pricesto recoverevenwhen
output growthimprovedin the OECD countries.The favouredmethod for analysingthe
determinantsof commodity prices remains
econometric, and it is on econometrically
estimated commodity price equations that
we focus upon in this section. A key fact.
regardingsuch econometricequationsis that
mnostestimated equations have turned out
to be unstable in the 1980s, predictingreal
commodity prices substantiallyhigherthan
actuallymaterialised.This has been reflected
in the fact that most price forecasts
emanating from international institutions
such as the OECD, the World Bank or the
IMF have consistently overshot actual performance. Indeed, a recent study by Warr
(1988) finds that the World Bank's commodity priceprojectionsare not statistically
efficientand overpredictpricesfor a number
of commodities.3This appearsto be related
to the effect of exchange rate fluctuations
upon real commodity prices. With the rise
of the dollar in the first half of the decade,

dollarcommoditypriceshavefallensubstantially. While this is not in itself surprising,
since a rise in dollar value may be expected
to raise commodity prices in terms of say
German marks while reducing it in dollar
terms,withoutany majoreffect upon the index in terms of a weighted average of industrialcountryexportpnces, the surprising
thing is the magnitude of the negative effect. Dornbusch (1985) found the elasticity
of the dollar commodity price with respect
to the dollar value to be - p.5, while
Beenstock(1987)finds an elaslicity of -1.4.
This implies that a rise in dollar values
reduces real commodity prices not merely
for the United States, but also for other
OECD countries. It may be noted that these
estimates allow for OECD output and interest rate effects, i e, they measure the
response of commodity prices to dollar appreciationover and above any declinewhich
is attributableto the rise in interestrates or
output deflation in this period. These findings show that the steep rise in the value
of the dollarhas had a negativeimpactupon
developingcountries,not only by raisingthe
real value of dollar denominated debt, but
also by sqtLeezingthe terms of trade of
primary products. This empirical result
showing that dollar commodity prices react
to an increase in the dollar value with an
elasticity greater than unity, is contrary to
the predictionsof theory, The relation between exchangerates and commodity prices
was set forwardby Ridlerand Yandle(1972)
and developedfurtherby Gilbert(1987),and
this theoretical analysis predicts that the
elasticityof the dollar priceof commodities
with respectto the valueof the dollar should
lie below unity, and probably around
0.6 - 9.8. An explanationof why commodity
pricesover-reactgdto the appreciationof the
dollar seems importantin explainingthe low
level of real commodity prices in the 1980s.
The hypothesis offered by Dornbusch
(1985) to explain this link between dollar
appreciationand commodity values lies in
terms of the supply side. Dornbusch argues
that many developing countries may have
responded to the dollar appreciation by
depreciatingtheir currencyin real terms,i e,
by devaluing vis-a-vis the dollar more than

the
other industrialcountries..Consequently,
dollar appreciationmay have induced large
real exchange rate devaluationsin developing countries, resulting in an expansion of
export supplies,causing downwardpressure
on commodity prices. Many developing
countries were forced to resort to real
devaluationsdue to theincreasedrealburden
of dollar denominated debt, as well as the
balance of paymentsdifficulties induced by
the world recession. The hypothesis is that
with the rise,of the dollar and the rise in
world interestrates, many developingcountries faced a sharp rise in debt repayments,
and were forced to expand export supplies
in order to boost export earnings. This rise
in exportsupplieswas responsiblefor the fall
in commodity prices.
This question has been taken up more
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systematically by Gilbert (1987) and Chang
(1987). Gilbert (1987) estimates an equation
for the dollar commodity price, using
quarterly data from 1965 to 1986. This equation is estimated for the World Bank 33 commodity index (excluding energy), as well as
the three main sub-indices-food,
agricultural non-food and metals and mineral.4
Our focus is on the relation between exchange ratesand commodity prices, and one
important modification that Gilbert introduces ts to use a more appropriate index
of the dollar exchange rate that the IMF
MERM index. The MERM index is based
ori a weighted average of exchange rates,
with weights based upon the importance of
countries to US trade, which is clearly unsuitable when one is concerned with the effects on commodity prices. Instead, an index of dollar value based upon OECD gross
domestic weights is used, which is clearly
more appropriate. The explanatory variables
include those normally used such as OECD
output growth, interest rates and the value
of the dollar. In addition, to test the
hypothesis that debt service requirements
have contributed to low commodity prices,
the logarithm of the debt service.commodity
price index ratio is also used. This reflects
the idea that with a higher debt service
burden relative toexport earnings, countries
increase commodity exports, with a consequent ?iegative effect upon commodity
prices.
The empirical results provide some support for the hypothesis that debt-induced
supply shifts have been important in the
decline in commodity prices. The first finding is the distinction between the compensated and uncompensated elasticities of the
commodity price with respect to the dollar
exchange rate. The compensated elasticity
allows for the real debt effect and therefore
is an estimate of the effect of a change in
dollar value keeping the debt service ratio
constant, whereas the uncompensated elasticity considers the total effect. Gilbert finds
that the compensated elasticity lies in the
range [0.6, 0.8] for the aggregate index, in
line with the Ridler and Yandle theoretical
results. The evidence for debt effects is particularly strong in foods, resulting in an uncompensated elasticity of [0.9, 1.1], while the
compensated elasticity is 0.76. The evidence
for debt-related effects is somewhat less
clear-cut for agricultural non-foods, and
weak for metals and minerals where the difference between compensated and uncompensated elasticities is not very large. On the
basis of these results there seems to be some
evidence that debt-induced supply shifts are
partially responsible for depressed commodity prices, particularly since they seem
to be the only coherent explanation for the
large negative effects of dollar appreciation
upon commodity prices.5
While Gilbert's conclusions have been
questioned by Chang (1987), it seems to us

that his argumentsare not very persuasive.
The ealternative equatnons estimated by
Chang, which purport to show the irreleEconomic and Political Weekly

vanceof debt relatedeffects, seem improperly specified and fit worse than Gilbert's.6
To summarise, there seems to be -some
evidencein favourof the hypothesisthat the
increased burden of debt faced by many
primaryproducingcountries has been partially responsiblefor weakcommoditypriceS
in the 1980s.While the evidence is not conclusive, theredoes not seem to be any other
convincingexplanationfor the behaviourof
commodity prices. In addition, such an explanation can also enable us to make sense
of the extremelylarge effects of the dollar
appreciation.Of course, such a hypothesis
cannot be adequatelytestedat the aggregate
level. What is needed is a more detai!^i
investigation of individual commodity
marketsin orderto see whetherthe balance
of payments requirementsof primary producers have resultedin efforts to boost export supplies by exchangerate devaluations
and other means. The effects of these
measures upon actual supplies and commodity prices also merit further investigation. A study of inter-countrydifferentials
in export performancecan also shed light
on this question.

III
Devaluation, Producer Incentives
and Export Supply: An Analysis
of the International Tea Market
In this section we take up a single commodity marketin orderto consider in more
detail the questions raised in the previous
section. In particular,we consider the question of devaluation and producerprice incentives,in orderto see whethersuch policies
may have led to over-supplyand downward
pressureupon prices. The choice of tea was
dictated by severalconsiderations.We have
already seen that the over-supplyand debt
related effects were most clearly indicated
in the index of foods, suggesting that further analysis be focused on a commfodity
beloning to this category. Tea is one of
UNCTAD'slist of 16corecommodities,with
85 per cent of world exports being made by
developing countries.' Exports are highly
concentratedupon four countries(India,Sri
Lanka, China and Kenya) accounting for
two-thirdsof world exports. The high eoncentrationof exportsmakesthe interdependence betweencommodity producersparticularly relevant from a policy perspective,
since the fewness of numbersmakes an explicit allowance for such interdependence
easier. In addition, three of the above four
countriesbelongto the Commonwealth,and
are also the main producersof black tea.
Long-termtrends in the tea markethave
been adverse for producers. The product
exhibits a very low income-elasticity of
demand at high levels of income, so that
demand from developedcountrieshas been
sitagnant.In addition, consumertastes have
been switchingawaytowardscoffee and synthetic substitutesin the main exportmarkets
such as the UnkitedKingdom. As a result,
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industrial market economies imports fell
by 0.6 per cent per annum in the years
1971-1984. Both because of population
growthand a possiblehigher.incomeelasticity at lower levels of income, developing
country imports of tea grew at 4.7 per centper annum over the same period, enabling
the exportersto increasesipjplies at 2.4 per
cent per annum.Excesssupplyhas also been
mitigatedby the growthof demand in some
of the main producing couritries, such as
India, where the domestic market has
becomeincreasinglyimportant.T}aditionally,
India and Sri Lanka, and to a lesser extent
Indonesiaheld a monopoly of the black tea
market, supplying almost 90 per cent of
-world exports at the end of the war. Their
marketshare has been eroded by the rise of
the newerproducersin Africa, in particular
Kenya, and to a lesser extent, Malawi,
Tanzaniaand Mozarnbique.The importance
of tea to the balance of payments of these
countries is also obvious from Table 2.
Sri Lanka, Kenyaand Malawi are strongly
dependent upon tea export earnings, with
almost a third of revenuebeing earned by
the single crop in the case of Sri Lanka.
Chart6 shows the developmentsin the internationaltea pricein realtermssince 1959.
Once again we deflatethe tea pricein dollars
by an indexof industrialcountryunit export
valuesin dollarsto get a measureof the real
price.The pictureis clearlyone of long-term
decline in the terms of trade of tea vis-a-vis

industrialcommodities.The indexof the real
TABLE 1: SHARESOF MAJOR EXPORTERSIN
WORLD TEA ExPORTm

(Per cent)

Region/Country

AverageShare
(1981-83)

Asia
Bangladesh
China
India
Sri Lanka

66.4
2.4
12.8
26.6
18.2.

Africa

15.0

Kenya
Malawi
Mozambique
Tanzania
Developing Countries

8.9
2.3
0.9
1.1
84.6

Source: United Nations.
TABLE 2: SHARE OF TEA IN TOTALEXPORTSOF
MAJOR PRODUCERS

(Per cent)
Producers

Average Share

(1981-83)
Bangladesh
China
India

5.6

Sri Lanka
Kenya
Malawi
Mozambique
Tanzania
Source:

6.4
1.1
31.3
15.6
16.9
7.9
4.3

United Nations.
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CHART2: FOODPRICEINDEX, 1960-1987
(1980= 100)

CHART-: NON-FUEL COMMODITYPRICE INDEX, 1960-1987
(1980=100)
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CHART 4: PRICE INDEX OF AORICUt!URAL
RAW MATERIALS, 1960-1987
(1980= 100)

CHART 3: PRICE INDEX OF BEVERAGES, 1960-1987
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price of tea in 1987 was less than a third of
its levelin 1959.One aspectneedscomment:
the sharprise in pricesin 1984.This was due
to the imposition of export curbs by the
Indian government in order to moderate
domestic tea prices. It is striking that this
episode was so ephem ral, with the price of
tea falling below its 1982level by 1986, and
continuing to decline in 1987.
The methodology of our study needs to
be explained first. The question we ask is:
to what extent have devaluationand export
promotion policies been responsiblefor an
increasein export supply in the main exporting countries, thereby putting downward
pressure upon tea prices? hI the first instance, we examine the policy environment
in the main black tea producingcountries,8
and detail the naturein which incentivesin
the export sector have been altered by
government policy. Subsequently, we
examinethe effect of these changesin incentives upon export supplies. We estimate export supply functionsfor the main blacktea
producers,in order to see the natureof.the
relevant supply elasticities. Finally these
results,togetherwith informationregarding
demanddevelopmentsare assessed irlorder
to arriveat some tentativeconclusions as to
the validity of the hypothesis under
question.
EXCHANGERATESAND EXPORT
INCENTIVESIN SELECTEDCOUNTRIES

Economic theory tells us that the supply
of tea from the producers in any country
depends upon the real'priceof tea received
by producers.This real price is simply the
tea price paid in domestic currencyto producers,deflated by an index of input prices,
as well as prices in other sectors of the
ecopomy.For simplicitywe can takethe consumer price index as the relevantdeflator.9
In the absence of any taxes or subsidies to
'roducers, the real producerprice is simply
the productof the realinternationaltea price
and the realexchangerate.Consequently,the
percentage variation in the real producer
price can be decomposed into the percentage change in the real international price
of tea and the percentagechange in the real
exchangerate.Variationsin the realpriceof
tea have already been consideredin the introduction to this section. There has been
some controversy about the appropriate
measure Qf the real exchange rate (see for
instanceWickham, 1987).For our purpose,
since we areconcernedwith the.profitability
of exporting a primary cQmmodity, the
simplest measure.seems t4hemost appropriate as well. The real exchange rate is
defined as the productof the annualaverage
exchange rate in dollars (the price of one
doltar in terms of domestic currency)and
the priceindex of industrialcountryexports
in dollarsdeflatedby the domesticconsumer
price index. Variationsin this realexchange
rate index depend upon nominal exchange
rate changes as well as relative rates of
,inflatoxio..
Economic and Political Weekly

Chart 7 shows Kenya'sreal exchangerate
over this period. It is clear that Kenyahas
had a trend towards a real exchange rate
devaluation since the late 1970s. Exchange
ratepolicy has favouredthe tradablesectors,
and in the case of tea, has partiallyalleviated
the costs to producersof the decline in the
terms of trade.
Chart 8 shows Sri Lanka'sreal exchange
rate.In Sri Lanka'scase,therewas a tendency
towardsa realexchangerateappreciationin
the early 1980s, but this has been reversed
recently.
Chart 9 shows that India'sreal exchange
rate,which also had a tendencytowardsappreciation until 1982, has depreciated
subsequently.
Apart from real exchangerate variations
and changes in the real tea price on internationalmarkets,the extentof producersubsidies/export taxes can also clearly vary.
Data on this are difficult to get, and it is not
clear how one can allow for this. In the case
of Kenyahowever,we have been able to get
the actual producer price, which when
deflated, is clearly the relevantvariable.
Finally,the extent of import protectionis
clearlyimportant.Severalcountrieshaveembarked upon policies of import liberalisation in the recent period. Such policies
reduce incentives for import substitution,
and increasethe effective rates of returnin
exportindustries.Kenyahasembarkedupon
such a policy in the 1980s, while Sri Lanka
has undertakena substantialdegree of import liberalisationsince 1977.India has also
done some import liberalisation;however,
this has not been on the same scale as the
other two countries.
Charts 10-12show the behaviour of tea
export volumes in the three countries. Export volume shows strong growth in the
Kenyan case, but is stagnant, with some
tendency to decline, in both Sri Lanka and
India.
The econometric estimation of export
supply functions poses major problems. In
the firstinstance,gestationlag betweenplanting and production is long in the tea industry,typically being about six years.This
implies that productivecapacity in any year
dependsupon decisions taken six yearsago,
on the basis ot expectations about future
prices prevailingat that time. This in turn
must involve expectations as regards the
development of international prices, and
about exchangerate policy, domestic inflation, as well as a whole host of other incentives such as producertaxes/subsidies.Ideally, one should model these expectations,
perhaps by a recursiveautoregression. In
practice it proves almost impossible to
estimatesuch an equationdue ta the limnited
number of observations, and major structural changes. 0 The entire period since the
1950s has been one of a structuralshift in
the internationaltea market.Kenya,the new
producer,has rapidly increased its market
share, while India and Sri Lanka, the established producers,have remainedstagnant
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in terms of export quantities. Econometric
estimation would have to take into account
these complex factors, and these problems
are more fully discussed in Bhaskar(1988).
In this paperwe merelyreportour findings.
Kenya
The econometricestimationwas most successful in the case of Kenya.For all estimations conducted in periods afterJ$68L'the
real producerprice of tea was adimportant
determinantof exportsupplies,and the price
elasticity of supply was approximately0.5.
In other words, a 1 per cent increase in the
producer price induced a 1.5 per cent in-.
creasein exportvolumeof tea. However,the
years before 1968 seem to indicate the lack
of a clear price response. One explanation
may be that the years 1960-68 include the
final yearsof colonial ruleand the firstyears
of independentKenya.The political uncertainties during this period, particularly
among expatriates,could well be responsible
for this phenomenon.
As we discussedearlier,incentivesfor export productionmay not be completelycapturedby the realproducerpriceof tea alone
Another importantfactor may be the incentives for import substitution;import liberalisation may increase the incentives for export sales by shifting resourcesaway from
import substitutionindustries.To allow for
this possibility we constructed an index of
the rate of import duty; this turned out to
have a negative effect on export supply,
although the coefficient was not significant
at the 5 per cent level(the t-statisticwas 1.6).
Sri Lanka
The Sri Lankantea industryhas performed relativelypoorly since the war. The index of exportvolumehas remainedstagnant;
it was 102 in 1960, 100 in 1980, and 113in
1986. Exports in the 1980s have remained
well below their peak of 123 in 1965. Sri
Lanka has lost market share as well, from
26 per cent of world exports in 1949-51to
18.2 per cent in 1981-83.However,tea continues to play an important part in the Sri
Lankaneconomyand exports,providing31.3
per cent of export revenuein 1981-83.
The results on export supply responsiveness were less clear-cut than in the case
of Kenya. The estimated equations gave
more or less similar resultsregardlessof the
sample period. In All cases,the coefficient
on priceshad the expectedsign, but-wasnot
significantly greaterthan zero at the 5 per
cent levelof significance.The point estimate
of the elasticity of supply was also lowerat
approximately0.1. This is clearlya fairlylow
elasticity.The performanceof the equation
was much pqorerthan in the caso of Kenya
and the presence of a negative time trend
brings out the relativestagnation of the Sri
Lankantea industry,with a tendencyof output to decline.The responsivenessof supply
to prices also seems fairly low. The lack of
pricrresponsivinessmay also be a reflection
of the structuralchanges brought about in
1281
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the industry in the early 1970s. The government carried out a land reform and many
estates were nationalised, and began operating as public enterprises. These publicly
owned companies were less concerned with
profit maximisation than with other goals
sueh as employment maintenance and ensuring foreign exchange earnings. Such a
motivation would make downward adjustment of supply less likely should the price
of tea fall in tht international market-since
tea provides.almost a third of Sri Lankan
foreign exchange earnings this would have
serious effect oin the balance of payments.
In such a situation the government would
be more interested in boosting exports to
earn foreign exchange even if prices were unprofitable. Such factors could make for low
supply elasticities in the industry.
India
India has long been the major player in
the international tea market. While its share
of the international tea market has declined from 49 per cent in 1949-51 to 26.6 per
cent in 1981-83, it still remains the largest
Troducer and exporter. A major difference
as compared to the other countrigs in our
study is that India is also an important consumer of tea. The domestic market has
grown rapidly, and domestic absorption has
been an important reason limiting the oversupply in the tea maiket. The importance
of domestic consumer interests was brought
home sharply by the events of 1984, when
the Indian government curtailed tea exports
in order to moderate domestic prices, thereby
sending international prices skyrocketing,
albeit for a very brief period. Further, the
Indian exports are considerably more diversified than either Kenya or Sri Lanka, with
tea contributing only 5.6 per cent of export
earnings in 1981-83.
Estimation of an export supply function
proved most troublesome in the Indian case.
Despite trying a number of specifications,
we were unable to find a satisfactory equation. In most estimations the coefficient on
the producer price turned out to be negative.
Nor is this explainable on theoretical
grounds. The plantation sector consists
mainly of profit maximising firms, and peasant production or the state sector are not
relevant.
We are now in a position fo summarise
the results of our study of the international
tea market. The elasticity of supply does not
seem to be very high in the international tea
market. This seemnsto be the case particularly for the two largest producers, India and
Sri Lanka. In the case of Kenya there is more
evidence of supply responsiveness. Consequently, there does not seem to be very
strong evidence in favour of the hypothesis
that exchange rate policies have encouraged
oversupply in the international tea market.
Perhaps one might be able to argue that in
the absence of exchange rate devaluations,

the collapse of tea pricesin the 1980smight
have bro?zghtabout supply adjustments in
Economic and Political Weekl

the main producing countries, with some
reduction in capacity. An evaluation of this
hypothesis would however have to consider
alternative policy scenarios in individual
countries, something which is beyond the
scope of this study.
Our study also suggests that demand factors may have played an important role in
the tea market, in a way whicn is not often
noted. It is clear that the ntain increase in
the demand for tea in recent years has been
from the developing countries. Whereas demand in the industrial countries has declined, consumption in the developing world has
growrt at 4.7 per cent per annum. This is also
consistent with the low income elasticity of
demand for tea at high levels of income, with
demand being more responsive to income
when income is low. One of the factors
behind the slow growth of demand in the
1980s is therefore likely to be the stagnation
in living standards, with absolute decline in
some instances, in the developing world. Due
to the debt crisis and the fall in price of other
commodities, incomes have been squeezed,
thus squeezing demand.

IV
Trends in Real Exchange Rates
among Major Commodity
Producers
Rather than follow up our study of the
tea industry with another commodity study,
we pursue a different tack in this section. We
consider the behaviour of real exchange rates
in countries which are important commodity
producers. We take up those countries which
produce an important share of the total
value of commodities traded on the international market, and consider whether
exchange rate policies have been such as to
give rise to a tendency towards over-supply
in these countries. More specifically, we base
our choice of countries upon their shares in
the total trade of the World Bank's 33 commodities. We exclude those countries which
are mainly oil producers. The sample of
countries chosen consists of Argentina,
Brazil, Colombia, Malaysia, Indonesia and
Thailand. TWoother countries, Chile and (to
a lesser extent) Philippines, are also important commodity producers. However, a study
of the evolution of their real exchange rates
has already been conducted by Wickham
(1987), and we can draw upon his results to
extend our discussion. Table 3 shows the
share of these countries in total commodity
trade; those countries which are significant
oil exporters are marked with an asterisk.
To give an idea of the importance of these
countries, we can consider their market
shares of individual commodity exports.
Argentina has 8.7 per cent of the maize
market, 5.9 per cent of the groundnut
market, over 5 per cent of the markets for
wool beef and wheat, and 61 per cent of the

mark&tfor linseedoil. Brazilhas 20 per cent
of th&coffee market, 12 per cent of the

cocoamarket,25 percentof themarketfor
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iron ore, 13.5 per cent of bauxite, 13 per cent
of manganese, 32 per cent of sisal, 10 per
cent of tobacco, and 6 per cent of sugar. Indonesia has 25 per cent of the rubber market
and 13 per cent of tin. Malaysia has 70 per
cent of palm oil, 47 per cent of rubber and
29 per cent of tin. Thailand has 22 per cent
of rice, 15 per cent of rubber ai 13 per cent
of tin. Philippines has 27 per cent of copra,
Chile has 22 per cent of copper and-25 per
cent of fishmeal, and ColomIj
s 16 per
cent of the coffee market."
Since these countries are the most important players in international commodity
markets, supply conditions in aggregate are
likelp to be dominated by their internal
wcrn ic developments. Charts 13-18 show
our calculations for real exchange rates in
these countries between 1978 and 1987. The
three Latin American countries have undergone substantial real exchange rate devaluations in this period. The trend has not been
uniform, as one might expect given the high
inflation rates which have characterised these
economies, but the overall movement of the
real exchange has been upward. The magnitude of real devaluations has been particularly great in Argentina and Colombia.
Turning to South-East Asia, Indonesia has
undertaken a major devaluation. The experience of both Malaysia and Thailand has
been rather different. Both these countries
experienced real appreciations in the early
eighties, but this has been reversed by
depreciations since. Their exchange rates do
not show any significant trend over the entire period as a whole. In addition,
Wickham's analysis (1987) shows that Chile
and Philippines have appreciated in real
terms in the recent period.
In terms of the importance of countries
in the commodity markets, it therefore seems
that exchange rate depreciations have been,
significant. In our sample, three important
countries (Argentina, Brazil and Indonesia)
have had big devaluations, and so has Colombia. It is difficult to argue conclusively,
on the basis of this evidence, that such
policies have been primarily responsible for
over-supply in commodity markets. However, it is clear that such exchange rates
changes aggravate the disequilibrium in
commodity markets, by preventing supply
TABLE 3: SHARES OF SELECTED COUNTRIES IN

TOTAL
COMMODITY
EXPORTS
OFTHEWORLD
(Per cent)
Country

Average Share
(1981-83)

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Indonesia*
Malaysia*
Philippines
Thailand

0.8
1.5
0.6
0.5
3.4
2.2
0.5
0.7

* Significantoil exporters.
Source:United Nations.
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CHART 10: QUANTITY OF TEA EXPORTS,KENYA, 1960-1987

CHART 9: REAL EXCHANGE RATE OF INDIA, 1960-1987
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CHART 12: QUANTITY OF TEA EXPORTS, INDIA, 1960-1987
(1980 100)

CHART 11: QUANTITYOF TEA ExpoRTs, SRI LANKA, 1960-1987
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CHART 14: REAL EXCHANGE RATE OF BRAZIL, 1978-1987
(1980=100)

CHART 13: REAL EXCHANGE RATE OF ARGENTINA, 1978-1987
(1980= 100)
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reductions. The recent weakness of compodity prices can perhaps be explained in
such terms. With many countries facing a
continuing debt burden and balance of
payments difficulties, and adopting policies
to at least retain if not increase export shares,
adjustments in supply will be further
delayed.
In addition, there is another factor making for excess supply. Metals and minerals
are often produced by para-statal organisations, whose objectives are closely linked to
those of national governments. Even in the
absence of exchange rate depreciations, such
firms can pursue goals such as maximising
export revenue without a concern only about
profits. Anecdotal evidence exists for such
behaviour, for example, iu the case of
Chilean copper exports.'2
V

Interdependence, International
tnstitutions and Economic Policy
Commodity markets can, in some respects
be characterised as a situation of "competition among the few". Although the individual producers of a commodity like tea
may beatomistic, with noJmarket power, the
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timum outcome is such that it balances the
countriesconcernedoften have a largeshare
of the market.Since the incentivesaffecting
cost to itself of a lower price against the
benefit of additional sales. It need not take
the individual producer are determined at
into account the effect of this lower price
the levelof the government,economic policy
clearlymust takeinto accountthe 'largeness' upon other producers. In other words, if
each country chooses the export incentives
of the country concerned. This in itself is
well establishedand uncontroversial.Tradi- according to its own interest, the resulting
outcome is strictlyinferior for all exporting
tional trade theory argues for the need for
an optimumexporttax in the case wherethe
countries concerned. If countries could cocountry is a major supplier on the world
operate,and providelowerincentivesto their
market,and wherethe exportproductis pro- primaryproducers,they could all do better.
duced competitively (see, for example,
While this argument is perfectly true, it
Corden,1974for a discussion).However,not
may well be objectedthat the countriesconthe
has
been
focused
upon
much attention
cerned will not co-operate, since such cowhen producers operation is fundamentally unstable.
problemof interdependence,
Each
are few, and where each's policy exerts a
countrywill be movedby its own self-interest
powerfulinfluence upon the other's export to breakany co-operativeagreementby exearnings.'3 In this section we propose to
panding incentives for its own exporters.
take into account some implications of this
This argumenthoweverfails to takeaccount
interdependence,and to consider their im- of the fact that countries have typically not
plications for exchange rate and export provided high levels of incentives for
their
policy.
primaryproducers.Internationalinstitutions
Consider now an individual country, such as the IMF or the World Bank have
decidingto providethe optimum levelof ex- shown us that many countries often follow
port incentives from its point of view. The policies which are not designedto encourage
hi er the level of export incentives for the export production, and have argued that a
priary product, the larger its supply, and reversalof such policies is necessaryfor an
hente lowerthe internationalprice.Fromthe improvement in their economic perfor.indiOidualcountry's point of view, the op- mance. This suggests that political pressure
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CHART 15: REAL EXCHANGE RATE OF COLOMBIA, 1978-1987
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CHART 17: REAL EXCHANGE RATE OF MALAYSIA, 1978-1987
(1980= 100)

CHART 18: REAL EXCHANGE RATE OF THAILAND, 1978-1987
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groupsexist, which would make for a lower
degreeof export orientation.The role of internationalorganisationshas often been to
exert pressure for an export orientation in
economic policy.
The argumentspresentedheresuggestthat
an internationalorganisation which is concerned abouitthe export performance and
balanceof paymentsof a group of countries
should take the interdependencebetween
them into account. Evenif it be the case that
it would be optimal (in welfare terms) for
each counitryto maximise its export earnings, the optimnalpolicy suggested by the
organisation should be different. More
specifically, the countries concerned can
maximiseexport revenueby each individual
countrynot maximisingits own revenue.On
the other hand, should each country try to
maximise its own export earnings, the net
effect would be lower export revenue.
This also suggests that an evaluation of
the policyrecommendationsof international
organisations should take into account the
effects of these policies upon all the countries which are affected by the policy,rather
than merely the speific country to which
the policy is addressed.That such a perspective is important is in fact suggested by
Camdessus,ManagingDirectorof the Fund,
who declared that the objective was "to
focus the attention of each country on the
consequences of its actions for the others
and for the rest of the world, and to help
to evaluate the consistency of national
policies with objectives for the group as a
wholes' This also implies that the standards
of assessmentof Fund stabilisationpolicies
must be different.It is also usual, in discussing policy alternatives, to compare countries who have adopted different policies,
and to see which one has done best. This
procedureis not very useful, since the country which adopts a policy of export promotion may do betterthan one which does not.
However,both countriesmay havedone better had neither undertakensuch policies.
In conclusion, one may suggest that
policies in developing countries should be
such as they do not aggravatethe fundamental over-supplyin commodity markets,and
enable a downwardadjustment of supply
potential.These adjustmentsaredifficult in
a situation of chronic debt and balance of
paymentsdifficulties,when countriesare attemptingwilly-nillyto expand theirexports.
One alternativewould be for such countries
to expand manufactured exports without
stimulating commodity sipplies. For instance, a policy which could achievesuch a
goal could be a devaluationcoupled with a
tax upon primaryexports. This would permit import substitutionand export promotion in manufactures without increasing
commodity supplies. Politically however,
such taxesmay be difficultto impose in conditions where real commodity prices have
seen such sharpdeclines,and whereprimary
producershaveseen sharpcuts in livingstandards.Anothieralternativecoulldbe the promotion of manufacturedexportand import
Economic and Political Weekly

substitutesspecifically,via tariffs and export
subsidies. Although such a policy is equivalent in economic terms to one of taxing
primary exports while resorting to a devalua-

tion, it may be politically less difficult to
impose. Diversification into manufactured
exports may have its own problems (including the possibility that the fallacy of
compositionoperateshereas well), but these
are likely to be less severethan the outlook
in commodity marketsunless fundamental
supply adjustments take place in the near
future.

Notes
[I am grateful to David Bevan, Paul Collier,
Bunt Ghosh, ChristopherGilbertand Ganeshan
Wignaraja for discussions. My special debt is
to Hans Singer for his numerous suggestions
and detailed comments on earlier versions of
this paper, and to S K Rao for his comments
and encouragement. Needless to add, I alone
am responsible for the views expressedhere and
any errors.]
1 See Ghosh et al (1987) for an evaluation of
commodity price stabilisation.
2' See Dornbusch (1985) for a demonstration
of the close relation between developed
country growth and real commodity prices.
3 Singer (1988) arguiesthat since actual prices
have clearly fallen short of forecasts, this
should constitute grounds for debt relief to
borrowerswhose debts wereincurred on the
basis of such forecasts.
4 The estimated models are developed from
the general to parsimonious strategy suggested by Sargan and Hendry, and have an
error-correction representation.
5 Of course it is possible that there might be
some other explanation for the apparent
large effect of the dollar appreciation upon
commodity prices. The early 1980s were a
turbulent time for the world economy, and
other factors may have played a role in the
collapse of commodity prices.
6 Chang makes a number of criticisms of
Gilbert's methodology: firstly, he questions
CGilbert's
error correction specification and
criticises the regression of the change in
commodity prices upon (among other
things) the level of debt service, and argues
that higher level of debt service will result
in lower commodity prices rather than falling commodity prices. This criticism is
clearly misplaced, since, in the error correction specification, the change in the dependent variableis relatedto the deviation from
the equilibrium relationship between the
levels of the dependent and explanatory
vatiables. The equilibrium relationship is
clearly specified in levels, so that the change
in commodity price will be zero once
equilibrium is established between the level
of commodity prices and the debt service
ratio. Chang conducts an alternativeestimation which purports to show that the debt
service ratio has no significant effect upon
commodity prices. He estimates an equation in levels, which does not include the
lagged dependent variable among the
regressors. This seems dangerous given the
importance of lagged adjustment in export
supplies, and not surprisingly he finds
evidence of positive serial correlation of the
residuals, indicating dynamic misspecification. A second estimation is performed
where the first difference of the coramodi-
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ty price index is regressedupon a distributed
lag of first differences of other explanatory
variables and upon the level of the debt service ratio. This procedureis misplaced since
by differencing one loses valuable information about the long-run solution (see
Granger, 1986), and in addition it makes no
sense to estimate a relationship between
variables of different orders of integration
(such as the debt service ratio and the
change in commodity prices). In any case,
Chang's equations have a higher standard
error than those estimated by Gilbert, and
often have an elasticity with respect to the
dollar exchange rate greater than unity.
7 The figure is for 1980 and is taken from the
United Nations Yearbook of International
Trade Statistics.
8 Kenya, India and Sri Lanka are examined
in detail. The main country which is excluded is China, and this is because the effects
of exchange rate policy will be quite different in a planned economy.
9 Note that this may not be strictly correct
if there is a divergence between trends in
consumer prices and input prices. Maizels
(1986) makes this point particularly in the
context of wages, if wages rise less than output prices, as is often the case in devaluations, the incentives to export may be
greater than suggested by our index of the
real exchange rate.
10 For other attempts to model export supply
see Goldstein and Khan (1978) or Hussain
and Thirlwall (1984). Bond (1983) and
Adams and Behrman.(1982) contain some
recent estimates of supply elasticities in
commodity markets.
11 All figures are based on an average of
1981-83. Two important commodity exporters in the developing world which are
not included here are China and Cuba, since
the implications of exchange rate changes
are likely to be quite different in economies
where market allocation is limited.
12 See Gilbert and Perlman (1987) for more
evidence o'n such supply behaviour.
13 A few writers have discussed the "fallacy of
composition" in the policy of export promotion in primary commodities; see
Maizels (1986) or Overseas Development
Institute (1988) for instance. This problem
has also been discussed in the context of
manufacturing exports by developing
countries.
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